SILVERWARE BAG

Featuring a NEW and IMPROVED Dispensing System

SILVERWARE BAGS
Handgards’ SafeGards™ Silverware Bags are the best way to protect each silverware setting from being contaminated by harmful contaminants.
Keep your silverware clean with a convenient flap closing.With the recent COVID-19 pandemic, we are now becoming more aware of our
surroundings and the everyday items we use, WeCare™ Silverware Bags are perfect for restaurant, carry out and catering services. WeCare™
Silverware Bags are made of our high-density polyethylene (HDPE) which is a very durable and flexible material. These Silverware Bags can
withstand temperatures down to -50°F and up to 220°F. A convenient flap also allows you to open and close the bag with minimal effort. The
COVID-19 pandemic has changed the food service industry’s guidelines for all eating establishments in the United States and there will be new
measures put in place to protect your employees and customers.
Our WeCare™ Silverware Bags can provide a safe barrier to protect you from any contaminants that are present in your establishment. WeCare™
Silverware Bags are disposable and easy to keep your clean silverware or plastic utensils from being contaminated by harmful contaminants.
Versatile in size with a 4 inch width to accommodate all silverware or disposable utensils, it is designed for storage and handling, allowing for safe
transport, temporary store and dispensing. This new silverware bag offering comes in a new dispensing case designed to eliminate additional costs
for accessories, such as a bag holder. Each bag comes in a saddle pack that can be placed in the slots that are in the case the bags are shipped
and packaged in which makes it an easy-to-dispense system. Save time vs. rolling each set of utensils by simply inserting what is needed for an
individual sanitary meal. WeCare™ Silverware Bags are also perfect for packing individual treats such as mini-cookies, pretzel sticks and more!

SEGMENTS

APPLICATIONS

•Restaurants

•Remote Controls

•Made in the USA

•Diners

•Beverage Handles

•To-Go

•Yogurt dispensing
handles

•A convenient flap also allows you to open and close
the bag with minimal effort

•Fast-Food Restaurants

New Dispensing System

•Cafeterias

•Slot machine handles

•Casinos
•Schools

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

•Sanitary way to keep your silverware free from
contaminants like dust and grime
•Economical choice for packaging of silverware or
disposable plastic
•Sanitary and hygienic, may be used for dining in
applications or for carry out
•Also perfect for packing individual treats such as,
pretzel sticks and more!

HIGH-DENSITY SILVERWARE BAGS - Saddle Pack
HGI #

Item Description

Size (In.)

303679631

Silverware Bag · Embossed

4” x 10.75”

Case Qty.
2,000
410601345 PS-1345 HGI HD SILVERWARE DOM BAG POS
410701345 KT-1345 HGI HD SILVERWARE DOM BAG KIT
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